SPECIALTY TOOLS

ULLMAN MAGNETIC PICK-UP TOOLS

These Ullman pick-up tools with
Powercap offer a unique combination
of features which make them ideal for
HT-2
work around aircraft. The stainless steel
telescoping handle is strong, long, and
lightweight, and the comfortable, textured
HT-1
cushion grip keeps handle secure even in
wet or oily hands. The head features a compact industrial strength magnet for retrieving heavy objects in tight places. The powercap shields
magnet side so that the head can be easily guided past ferrous metal
objects. Available in 3 convenient sizes.

HT-1 lifts 1-1/2 lbs, over 2 lbs with POWERCAP™ telescopes from
6-5/8” to 33-1/4”...........................................P/N 12-21385............$12.50
HT-2 lifts 3-1/2 lbs, over 5 lbs with POWERCAP™ telescopes from
6-5/8” to 33-1/4”...........................................P/N 12-21386............$14.65
CHP4-L HOOK & PICK SET

has picks that are 9.75” long with textured cushion grips. These longer picks
are ideal for working in hard to reach
awkward areas.
P/N 12-00716............$14.65

GMC-2 DUAL PURPOSE TOOL

contains a MegaMag Pickup Tool that
lifts 16 lbs. and a 2.25” Inspection Mirror
with a metal base that mounts in seconds
and brings hidden areas into full view.
P/N 12-00718............$25.80

EXHAUST PORT RESURFACING TOOL

The exhaust port resurfacing tool is designed to recondition port surfaces where no more than .010”
of material need to be removed. It is easily
bracketed and aligned to the port in reference to the rocker cover surface. Execution
of the cutting operation only requires hand
power. No air or electrical power is required.
Mounting bracket adapters are available for the following engines: A&C series continentals, Lycoming Parallel
Valve, Lycoming Angle Valve, others on request.
P/N 12-17605..........$458.00
A & C Series Continental Bracket................P/N 12-17609..........$199.75
Lycoming Parallel Valve Bracket..................P/N 12-17610..........$184.80
Lycoming Angle Valve Bracket....................P/N 12-17611..........$276.95
Cutter Head Inserts......................................P/N 12-17607............$28.75

EAR ISLAND REMOVAL TOOL – When substantial quantities of material

have to be removed from the exhaust port, it may be necessary to also
remove the island around the exhaust stud area. The ear island removal
tool and pilot can be used to accomplish this without the use of power
tools..............................................................P/N 12-17608..........$119.75

THE CORE RECESSOR

The core recessor is a new product with
the purpose of serving as an efficient tool
that makes the process of removing core
cells in Nordam Panels and composite
fiberglass more efficiently. Thus, it reduces time for edge fillers, which are necessary procedures to customize aircraft
cabinets, floorboard, vanity’s headliners,
valance panels, etc. Is light weight, easy and safe to use. Core panels
from 1/8 to 3/4 inch with no adjusting. Requires no electricity.
Core Recessor.............................................P/N 12-02270..........$133.75
Core Recessor Mini......................................P/N 12-02271..........$106.95

UNI-MAG WRIST
BAND MAGNET

Uni-Mag is a wrist worn magnet that allows craftsmen to keep parts close to hand while working
rather than in your pocket, on a ladder, or in your
mouth. It holds nuts, bolts, screws, nails, tools,
etc. A specially created magnetic field allows parts to lay flat on the face
of Uni-Mag rather than upright. Save time and put an end to fumbling for
small hardware with Uni-Mag. Comes complete with magnet and wrist
band.............................................................P/N 12-30110............$18.50

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

SUPER HANDY MAGNETIC
RETRIEVAL TOOL ST-225

The Super Handy Magnetic Retrieval Tool extends
26” and picks up five pounds.
P/N 12-02932..............$9.75

CM

2-IN-1 MAGNETIC TIP PICKUP TOOL

WP

This pickup tool helps you retrieve ferrous metal objects from tight
spaces your arm won’t fit into. It’s easy to use - just squeeze the handle
to open and close the jaws. The 24 in. arm, 4-claw grabber and powerful
magnetic tip on the pickup tool will quickly have your wayward part back
in your hand where it belongs......................P/N 12-03707..............$5.45

ME

AMAZING ROD SAW

Tiny particles of tungsten carbide, one of the toughest and hardest substances in the world, have been bonded to a steel rod to produce the
Rod Saw. Fits standard 12” hacksaw frame. Use when regular hacksaw
will not work. Lets you cut steel, rock. Not recommended for soft materials. ...............................................................P/N 12-01180..............$6.95

HANDEE CLAMP

This innovative tool solves the problem of that out of
reach grasp. Have you ever been working on a job where
you needed to put a clamp, nut, or bolt on something that
was just out of reach of your fingers or another bulky tool?
The Handee Clamp makes that job easy. Simply put that nut,
clamp, or bolt on one end and then tighten the nut on the other
end to secure. Designed to firmly hold nuts, bolts, and clamps in its
easily adjustable jaws, the Handee Clamp acts as a small, versatile vise
grip enabling you to focus on the job at hand. You won’t have to worry
about dropping that nut or bolt into that pesky floor drain ever again, or
fight with that hose clamp as you work on that transmission line. From a
professional auto or aviation mechanic, to a do-it-yourselfer that always
has a project on deck in your garage at home, you need this tool in your
inventory.......................................................P/N 13-20594............$18.75

HIGH CAPACITY EXHAUST
DESICCATOR

2.5 times the desiccant capacity of previous design,
One piece construction allows the dessicant to be
contained in the core of the plug. Made of durable high
quality urethane rubber that will last almost indefinitely
P/N 12-01057.......$54.75/ea

GOLDENROD DEHUMIDIFIER

This compact, low-voltage dehumidifier is an ideal way
to eliminate damp
ness and mildew in aircraft which
can cause mildew growth in carpet and up
hol
stery
and wreak havoc with electrical systems. In stall under
the instrument panel or on the deck between seats. If
installed in the engine com
part
ment, Gold
en
rod will
eliminate moisture which leads to rust, keep ignition wiring dry, and
facilitate cold weather starts. In the hangar, Goldenrod can protect parts,
tools, supplies, and components. Operates on standard 110V current 24
hours per day but uses four times less power than a standard light bulb.
Safe and effective. Available in four lengths.
Part No.
12-30225
12-30230
12-30235
12-30240

Length Watts Approx. Coverage Up To
12”
8
100 cubic feet
18”
12
200 cubic feet
24”
15
300 cubic feet
36”
25
500 cubic feet

Price Ea.
$44.65
$52.75
$50.50
$56.75

EVA-DRY® HIGH CAPACITY
DRY DEHUMIDIFIER

Designed to absorb moisture from small enclosed
areas. It will help protect clothes and valuables from
the damaging effects of mold/mildew and moisture
rot. It is 100% renewable and needs no power to operate. Place the
Eva-Dry unit in a closet or any small, enclosed space, and it will start to
absorb moisture immediately. There is an indicator window with special
“Color Changing Crystals” that change from orange (when dry) to green
(when wet) to indicate when the unit needs to be “renewed”. The unit
will absorb approx. 6-8 ounces of moisture (depending on humidity
levels this should take approx. 4-8 weeks). Once the moisture has been
absorbed it cannot leak or spill. This unit uses a specially engineered,
crystallized silica gel that is odorless, non-toxic, Eco-Friendly and completely safe...................................................P/N 12-01621............$29.95
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